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Ethics & New Media Technology 2003-07-30

this special issue shows that old ethics don t always provide ready answers to problems raised by new technology exploring the perplexing topic of ethics in new media this special
issue examines the ethics of the highly controversial 1998 cincinnati enquirer expos� of chiquita brands international reports on a pilot project involving online journalists and
online journalism graduate students investigates the extent to which e mail and listservs are and could be effective fora for journalists interested in exploring matters of ethics and
provides a useful annotated webliography of information resources

The Ethics of Emerging Media 2011-03-17

the ethics of emerging media engages with enduring ethical questions while addressing critical questions concerning ethical boundaries at the forefront of new media development this
collection provides a rare opportunity to ask how emerging media affect the ethical choices in our lives and the lives of people across the globe centering on different new media forms
from ebay to wikipedia each chapter raises questions about how changing media formats affect current theoretical understanding of ethics by interrogating traditional ethical
theory we can better understand the challenges to ethical decision making in an age of rapidly evolving media each chapter focuses on a specific case within the broader conceptual
fabric of ethical theory the case studies ground the discussion of ethics in practical applications while at the same time addressing moral dilemmas that have plagued us for
generations the specific applications will undoubtedly continue to unfold but the ethical questions will endure

Handbook of Global Media Ethics 2019-05-13

this handbook is one of the first comprehensive research and teaching tools for the developing area of global media ethics the advent of new media that is global in reach and impact
has created the need for a journalism ethics that is global in principles and aims for many scholars teachers and journalists the existing journalism ethics e g existing codes of ethics is
too parochial and national it fails to provide adequate normative guidance for a media that is digital global and practiced by professional and citizen a global media ethics is being
constructed to define what responsible public journalism means for a new global media era currently scholars write texts and codes for global media teach global media ethics
analyse how global issues should be covered and gather together at conferences round tables and meetings however the field lacks an authoritative handbook that presents the
views of leading thinkers on the most important issues for global media ethics this handbook is a milestone in the field and a major contribution to media ethics

Information Society 2012-12-06

human centredness a challenge to post industrial europe the key power in industrial society has been linked to the possession of capital and factory in the information society it
could be rather different if one accepts that that the key power in the information society will be linked not so much to the ownership of information but to human creativity
nourished by that information the productive force of today and tomorrow could be more and more the human brain making use of one s intelligence is always accompanied by positive
emotion which in turn further activates the intelligence but unfortunately under present conditions workers of all levels live in fear anxiety and stress rather than desire and
motivation the question of basic human ecology quality of life is therefore a major strategic factor it is precisely the opposite to the mechanisms of exclusion that currently
dominate our society exclusion of young people through joblessness but also exclusion through technology as with the helplessness of older people or the poorly educated
confronted with ticket dispensing machines or other automats this is not idle theorizing it corresponds to concrete facts it is for example how some observers interpret the crisis at
ibm because its programs were less human friendly it was shaken to its foundations by apple and microsof though it seems since to have learnt its lesson

Ethics and the Media 2011-09-15

this book is a comprehensive introduction to media ethics and an exploration of how it must change to adapt to today s media revolution using an ethical framework for the new
mixed media ethics taking in the global interactive media produced by both citizens and professionals stephen j a ward discusses the ethical issues which occur in both mainstream and
non mainstream media from newspapers and broadcast to social media users and bloggers he re defines traditional conceptions of journalistic truth seeking objectivity and minimizing
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harm and examines the responsible use of images in an image saturated public sphere he also draws the contours of a future media ethics for the new mainstream media and puts forward
cosmopolitan principles for a global media ethics his book will be invaluable for all students of media and for others who are interested in media ethics

Doing Ethics in Media 2011-04-19

doing ethics in media theories and practical applications is an accessible comprehensive introduction to media ethics its theoretical framework and grounded discussions engage
students to think clearly and systematically about dilemmas in the rapidly changing media environment the 13 chapter text is organized around six decision making questions the 5ws
and h of media ethics the questions encourage students to articulate the issues apply codes policies or laws consider the needs of stakeholders sift and sort through conflicting
values integrate philosophic principles and pose a test of publicity specifically the questions ask what s your problem why not follow the rules who wins who loses what s it
worth who s whispering in your ear how s your decision going to look as they progress through the text students are encouraged to resolve dozens of practical applications and
increasingly complex case studies relating to journalism new media advertising public relations and entertainment other distinctive features include comprehensive materials on classic
moral theory and current issues such as truth telling and deception values persuasion and propaganda privacy diversity and loyalty a user friendly approach that challenges
students to think for themselves rather than imposing answers on them consistent connections between theories and the decision making challenges posed in the practical applications
and case studies a companion website with online resources for students including additional readings and chapter overviews as well as instructor materials with a test bank
instructor s manual sample syllabi and more routledge com textbooks black a second website with continuously updated examples case studies and student writing doingmediaethics
com doing ethics in media is aimed at undergraduates and graduate students studying media ethics in mass media journalism and media studies it also serves students in rhetoric popular
culture communication studies and interdisciplinary social sciences

Controversies in Media Ethics 2012-05-23

controversies in media ethics offers students instructors and professionals multiple perspectives on media ethics issues presenting vast gray areas and few if any easy answers this
third edition includes a wide range of subjects and demonstrates a willingness to tackle the problems raised by new technologies new media new politics and new economics the core of
the text is formed by 14 chapters each of which deals with a particular problem or likelihood of ethical dilemma presented as different points of view on the topic in question as
argued by two or more contributing authors the 15th chapter is a collection of mini chapters allowing students to discern first hand how to deal with ethical problems
contributing authors john a armstrong peter j gade julianne h newton kim sheehan and jane b singer provide additional voices and perspectives on various topics under discussion this
edition has been thoroughly updated to provide discussions of issues reflecting the breadth and depth of the media spectrum numerous real world examples broad discussion of
confidentiality and other timely topics a companion website routledge com textbooks 9780415963329 supplies resources for both students and instructors you can also join the
controversies community on facebook facebook com cme3rd developed for use in media ethics courses controversies in media ethics provides up to date discussions and analysis of
ethical situations across a variety of media including issues dealing with the internet and new media it provides a unique consideration of ethical concerns and serves as provocative
reading for all media students

Media Ethics 2013-11-13

media ethics key principles for responsible practice makes ethics accessible and applicable to media practice and explains key ethical principles and their application in print and
broadcast journalism public relations advertising marketing and digital media unlike application oriented casebooks this text sets forth the philosophical underpinnings of key
principles and explains how each should guide responsible media behavior author patrick lee plaisance synthesizes classical and contemporary ethics in an accessible way to help
students ask the right questions and develop their critical reasoning skills as both media consumers and media professionals of the future the second edition includes new examples and
case studies expanded coverage of digital media and two new chapters that distinguish the three major frameworks of media ethics and explore the discipline across new media
platforms including blogs new forms of digital journalism and social networking sites
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Radical Media Ethics 2015-06-22

radical media ethics presents a series of innovative ethical principles and guidelines for members of the global online media community offers a comprehensive new way to think about
media ethics in a new media era provides guiding principles and values for practising responsible global media ethics introduces one of the first codes of conduct for a journalism that is
global in reach and impact includes both philosophical considerations and practical elements in its establishment of new media ethics guidelines

Explorations in Global Media Ethics 2013-09-13

studies of global media and journalism have repeatedly returned to discussions of ethics this book highlights the difficulty that journalists encounter when establishing appropriate
ethical practices and marks the pressing importance of global media ethics as a subject of current debate a wide range of contributors both scholars and practitioners of journalism
identify how changes in journalism practice developments in new media technologies legal regulations and shifting patterns of ownership all play a role in creating ethical tensions for
journalists with some chapters in the book suggesting practical solutions to this pertinent issue the growing need to faithfully represent other diverse cultural groups is also
considered with certain chapters discussing the impact that human rights freedom and justice have upon journalistic decision making explorations in global media ethics recognises that
with the escalation of globalisation and a public striving for honest quality media journalists around the world face an increasing pressure to comply with and simultaneously
satisfy diverse ethical practices at both a local and a more global level the book sympathises with the position of the journalist and calls for greater consideration of his
ambiguous role this book was originally published as a special issue of journalism studies

News Media Innovation Reconsidered 2021-07-05

a guide to journalistic ethics for today s digital technologies with contributions from an international panel of experts on the topic news media innovation reconsidered offers a
guide for the revitalizing of the ethical and civil ideals of journalism the authors discuss how to energize journalistic practices and products and explore how to harness the power
of digital technological innovations such as immersive journalism the automatization and personalization of news newsgames and artificial intelligence news production the book
presents an innovative framework of creative reconstruction and reviews new journalistic concepts models initiatives and practices that clearly demonstrate professional ethics
that embrace truth seeking transparency fact checking and accuracy and other ethical considerations while the contributors represent numerous countries many of examples are
drawn from the spanish speaking media and can serve as models for an international audience this important book explores the impact on the news media from mobile first virtual
reality and artificial intelligence driven platforms examines the challenges of maintaining journalistic ethics in today s digital world demonstrates how to use technology to expose
readers to news outside their comfort zones provides information for discerning truth from fake news written for researchers students in journalism and communication programs new
media innovation reconsidered offers a much needed guide for recreating journalistic ethics in our digital age

Media Ethics 2005

by combining real life and hypothetical cases with a succinct introduction to ethical theory this text helps students prepare for the ethical situations they will encounter in the
media professions it is an ideal choice as the main text in a media ethics course or as a supplemental text in any course in journalism the new edition reflects changes in the world post
9 11 including the war in iraq the enron and worldcom scandals and a new look at media and democracy in light of fcc approved media consolidation

Media Ethics 2020-03-26

media ethics cases and moral reasoning challenges readers to think analytically about ethical situations in mass communication through original case studies and commentaries
about real life media experiences this text provides a comprehensive introduction to the theoretical principles of ethical philosophies facilitating ethical awareness it introduces the
potter box with its four dimensions of moral analysis to provide a framework for exploring the steps in moral reasoning and analyzing the cases focusing on a wide spectrum of
ethical issues faced by media practitioners the cases in this eleventh edition include the most recent issues in journalism broadcasting advertising public relations and entertainment
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cases touch on issues and places worldwide from al jazeera to the xinhua news agency from nigerian brown envelopes to pr professional standards in south africa racially divisive
language comes up in different communication contexts as does celebrity influence on culture a core textbook for classes in media ethics communication ethics and ethics in journalism
public relations and advertising the companion website mediaethics11 com contains sample syllabi and lesson plans powerpoint presentations and discussion and test questions

Digital Media Ethics 2013-04-23

this is the first textbook on the central ethical issues of digital media ranging from computers and the internet to mobile phones it is also the first book of its kind to consider these
issues from a global perspective introducing ethical theories from multiple cultures it further utilizes examples from around the world such as the publication of the mohammed
cartoons diverse understandings of what privacy means in facebook or myspace why pirating cds and dvds may be justified in developing countries and culturally variable perspectives
on sexuality and what counts as pornography readers and students thus acquire a global perspective on the central ethical issues of digital media including privacy copyright
pornography and violence and the ethics of cross cultural communication online the book is designed for use across disciplines media and communication studies computer science and
informatics as well as philosophy it is up to date accessible and student and classroom friendly each topic and theory is interwoven throughout the volume with detailed sets of
questions that foster careful reflection writing and discussion into these issues and their possible resolutions each chapter further includes additional resources and suggestions
for further research and writing

Real-World Media Ethics 2016-07-15

is it ethical to pass yourself off as black if you are caucasian as rachel dolezai the president of a local chapter of the naacp did in 2015 was it ethical for donald sterling the
former owner of the nba team to use racially inflammatory language is it ethical to exaggerate or fabricate the importance of one s role as brian williams apparently did when he
anchored the nbc nightly news is it ethical for a journalist to pay a source for a story tips and photos as tmz gawker and others do regularly the above questions as well as
other questions definitely illustrate the need for studying ethics real world media ethics provides a wide showcase of real ethical issues faced by professionals in the media field
numerous case studies allow readers to explore multiple perspectives while using realistic ethical principles this book includes the basics in ethical journalism as well as the tools
to navigate through the landscape of mass media such as public relations entertainment and other forms of visual communication the second edition has been updated to encompass
globalization new media platforms current copyright issues net neutrality sports ethics and more an accompanying companion website provides additional interviews demonstrating
ethical principles in practice being a former abc executive author philippe perebinossoff gives readers an inside look at circumstances with an ethical experienced eye

The New Ethics of Journalism 2013-07-17

featuring a new code of ethics for journalists and essays by 14 journalism thought leaders and practitioners the new ethics of journalism principles for the 21st century by kelly
mcbride and tom rosenstiel examines the new pressures brought to bear on journalism by technology and changing audience habits it offers a new framework for making critical moral
choices as well as case studies that reinforce the concepts and principles rising to prominence in 21st century communication the book addresses the unique problems facing journalism
today including how we arrive at truth in an era of abundant and unverified information the evolution of new business models and partnerships the presence of journalists on
independent social media platforms the role of diversity the meaning of stories the value of images and the role of community in the production of journalism

The Ethics of Emerging Media 2011

regarding the ethics of new media technologies the framework of this issue is sociological and the context is the technological society the text suggests that society needs
sophisticated social ethics to match the power of our instrumental era
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New Media Technologies 1998

this diverse and up to date compilation of classroom tested cases in media ethics is now available in a new edition media ethics combines real life and hypothetical cases with a
succinct introduction to relevant ethical theory helping students prepare for the ethical situations they will encounter in the media professions ideal as the main text in a media
ethics course or as a supplemental text in any course in journalism

Media Ethics 1998

media markets and morals provides an original ethical framework designed specifically for evaluating ethical issues in the media including new media the authors apply their account of
the moral role of the media in their dual capacity as information providers for the public good and as businesses run for profit to specific morally problematic practices and question
how ethical behavior can be promoted within the industry brings together experts in the fields of media studies and media ethics information ethics and professional ethics offers an
original ethical framework designed specifically for evaluating ethical issues in the media including new media builds upon and further develops an innovative theoretical model for
examining and evaluating media corruption and methods of media anti corruption previously developed by authors spence and quinn discloses and clarifies the inherent ethical nature of
information and its communication to which the media as providers of information are necessarily committed

Media, Markets, and Morals 2011-02-23

presents a new theory of media ethics that is explicitly international

Media Ethics and Global Justice in the Digital Age 2019-03-21

global media ethics global media ethics problems and perspectives the book pleads convincingly that news media outlets and practitioners should urgently reconsider their practices
and norms in a world gone global and digitally convergent the various contributions broach the topic from completely different perspectives to create a very stimulating and
constructive framework to identify and face the new ethical challenges of journalism and the news media fran�ois heinderyckx universit� libre de bruxelles news that crosses
boundaries of culture and geography means rethinking media ethics the demands of role audience digital transmission and an industry under fierce economic pressure require the insightful
approach to ethical thinking this volume provides from theory to practice this book has something for scholars and professionals alike lee wilkins journal of mass media ethics
global media ethics is a cross cultural exploration of the conceptual and practical issues facing media ethics in a global world focusing on the ethical concepts principles and
questions in an era of major change this unique textbook explores the aims and norms that should guide the publication of stories that impact across borders and which affect a
globally linked pluralistic world through case studies analysis of emerging practices and theoretical discussion a team of leading journalism and communication experts investigate
the impact of major global trends on responsible journalism and lead readers to better understand changes in media ethics chapters look at how these changes promote or inhibit
responsible journalism how such changes challenge existing standards and how media ethics can develop to take account of global news media in light of the fact that media
journalism is now and will increasingly become multimedia in format and global in its scope and influence the book argues that global media impact entails global responsibilities it is
therefore critical that media ethics rethinks its basic notions standards and practices from a more cosmopolitan perspective

Media Law and Ethics 2013-03-04

this handbook encapsulates the intellectual history of mass media ethics over the past twenty five years chapters serve as a summary of existing research and thinking in the field as
well as setting agenda items for future research key features include up to date and comprehensive coverage of media ethics one of the hottest topics in the media community one stop
shopping for historical and current research in media ethics experienced top tier editors advisory board and contributors it will be an essential reference on media ethics theory and
research for scholars graduate students and researchers in media mass communication and journalism
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Global Media Ethics 2008-09-17

elliott and spence have produced a tight teachable and timely primer on media ethics for users and creators of information in the digital age pitched at just the right depth of detail to
provide a big picture contextualization of changing media practices grounded in concerns for democracy and the public good the book explores and reflects the implications of the
convergence of the fourth and fifth estates with an open access hyper linked architecture which invites self reflective practice on the part of its users philip gordon utah valley
university the rapid and ongoing evolution of digital technologies has transformed the waythe world communicates and digests information fueled by a 24 hour news cycleand post
truth politics media consumption and the technologies that drive ithave become more influential in shaping public opinion and it has become more imperative than ever to examine their
social and ethical consequences ethics for a digital era provides a penetrating analysis of the ethical issues that have emerged as the digital revolution progresses including
journalistic practices that impact on the truth reliability and trustworthiness of communicating information the volume explores new methods and models for ethical inquiry in a
digital world and maps out guidelines for web based news producers and users to conceptualize ethical issuesand analyze ethically questionable acts in each of three thematic
sections deni elliott and edward h spence reflect upon shifts in media ethics as contemporary mass communication combines traditional analog practices with new forms like blogs
vlogs podcasts and social media posts and evolves into an interactive medium with users who both produce and consume the news later chapters apply a process of normative
decision making to some of the most important issues which arise in these interactions and encourage users to bridge their own thinking between the virtual and physical worlds of
information and its communication timely and thought provoking ethics for a digital era is an invaluable resource for undergraduate and graduate students in media and mass
communication applied ethics and journalism as well as general readers interested in the ethical impact of their media consumption

The Handbook of Mass Media Ethics 2018-01-26

we live in a world of proliferating media devices social media usage media convergence and mobility in a culturally diverse world the globalisation of media calls for a comparative
understanding of the legal and ethical issues that are confronting the user and the practitioner in his unique social context legal and ethical issues in the media offers a concise and
much needed discussion of the social issues and ramifications of media interaction around the world using different national examples and an accessible style dwyer explores key
frameworks and concepts that will engage and challenge the contemporary reader s ideas about media practice legal and ethical issues in the media foregrounds the rapidly changing
media and communications industries and offers accessible and contemporary discussion of key ethical and legal concepts for the student beginning his or her media career overviews of
crucial ethical frameworks for understanding responsible media practice comparisons of international legal and media systems key examples of traditional and new media brief
summaries of complex areas of media law regulation and policy

Ethics for a Digital Era 2017-09-16

the rapid growth of online media has led to new complications in journalism ethics and practice while traditional ethical principles may not fundamentally change when information is
disseminated online applying them across platforms has become more challenging as new kinds of interactions develop between journalists and audiences in ethics for digital journalists
lawrie zion and david craig draw together the international expertise and experience of journalists and scholars who have all been part of the process of shaping best practices in
digital journalism drawing on contemporary events and controversies like the boston marathon bombing and the arab spring the authors examine emerging best practices in everything
from transparency and verification to aggregation collaboration live blogging tweeting and the challenges of digital narratives at a time when questions of ethics and practice are
challenged and subject to intense debate this book is designed to provide students and practitioners with the insights and skills to realize their potential as professionals

Legal and Ethical Issues in the Media 2014-08-27

ethics for journalists tackles many of the issues which journalists face in their everyday lives from the media s supposed obsession with sex sleaze and sensationalism to issues of
regulation and censorship its accessible style and question and answer approach highlights the relevance of ethical issues for everyone involved in journalism both trainees and
professionals whether working in print broadcast or new media ethics for journalists provides a comprehensive overview of ethical dilemmas and features interviews with a number of
journalists including the celebrated investigative reporter phillip knightley presenting a range of imaginative strategies for improving media standards and supported by a thorough
bibliography and a wide ranging list of websites ethics for journalists second edition considers many problematic subjects including representations of gender race sexual orientation
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disability mental health and suicide ethics online citizen journalism and its challenges to professionalism controversial calls for a privacy law to restrain the power of the press
journalistic techniques such as sourcing the news doorstepping deathknocks and the use of subterfuge the handling of confidential sources and the dilemmas of war and peace
reporting

Ethics for Digital Journalists 2008-10-27

mixed media second edition introduces readers to the tools necessary for making moral and ethical decisions regarding the use of mass media the chapters in this text offer insights on
similarities and differences among the ethical dilemmas faced by the mass media common ground on which to evaluate media behavior media obligations professional ethics ethical theory
and its application to the modern media considerations of truth and harm new to the second edition is a focus on the three mass media industries most pervasive in today s society the
news media journalism advertising and public relations with individual chapters giving equal coverage to each it includes an increased emphasis on new media and how ethics affect
such concepts as social media word of mouth marketing and citizen journalism readers will come away with a greater appreciation for moral philosophy and theory as a foundation
for decision making and will develop a personal yardstick by which to measure their decisions

Ethics for Journalists 2015-10-06

online media present both old and new ethical issues for journalists who must make decisions in an interactive instantaneous environment short on normative standards or guidelines
this user friendly book guides prospective and professional journalists through ethical questions encountered only online including real life examples and perspectives from online
journalists in every chapter the book examines the issues of gathering information reporting interviewing and writing for mainstream news organizations on the it considers the ethical
implications of linking interactivity verification transparency and advertising as well as the effects of convergence on newsrooms it also addresses the question of who is a
journalist and what is journalism in an age when anyone can be a publisher each chapter includes a complex case study that promotes critical thinking and classroom discussion
about how to apply the ethical issues covered

Mixed Media 2015-03-26

through original case studies and analyses of real life media experiences media ethics challenges readers to think analytically and critically about ethical situations in mediated
communication this textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to the theoretical principles of ethical philosophies facilitating awareness and critical reflection of ethical
issues in each chapter the authors examine case studies spanning several continents and geopolitical and cultural contexts to provide a framework for analyzing the cases and
exploring the steps in moral reasoning the book introduces the potter box a powerful tool for moral analysis focusing on a wide range of ethical issues faced by media practitioners
and news organizations the cases in this new twelfth edition include the most prominent concerns in journalism broadcasting advertising public relations and entertainment today it
explores new topics such as the use of chatgpt in newsrooms the privacy implications of biometric technologies the role of public relations in political campaigns and advertisers
approach to sustainability and climate change this core textbook is ideal for classes in media and communication ethics journalism public relations advertising entertainment media and
popular culture online instructor and student resources including video introductions to each chapter powerpoint slides sample discussion and exam questions and links to further
resources are available at routledgelearning com mediaethics

Online Journalism Ethics 2024-06-26

the ninth edition of media ethics issues and cases has been updated to reflect the most pressing ethical issues in media featuring 25 new cases on hot topic issues from fake news to
drones and a new chapter on social justice this authoritative case book gives students the tools to make ethical decisions in an increasingly complex environment
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Media Ethics 2018

a comprehensive introduction to media ethics and an exploration of how it must change to adapt to today s media revolution

Media Ethics 2011

this book examines the ethical challenges posed by new media formats technologies and audiences it considers how these emerging genres and technologies work how they are reshaping
the public sphere and how the connections between product and viewer and producer and media consumer are being changed by new shows and formats it includes lively chapters from a
range of prominent media commentators and practitioners on a diverse range of issues including reality tv on line media the cash for comment scandal and emerging philosophical
approaches to new media ethics with so much interest in contemporary media forms and so many heated debates about media ethics this book will be a must for journalists media
practitioners watchers and students

Ethics and the Media 2004-01-12

an engaging and original study of current issues in media ethics this book challenges students to explore the relationship between media ethics and social change it considers the
potentially beneficial uses of media practice for humanity addressing questions of inclusivity and diversity and specialist topics that are absent from other texts using case studies
and exercises based on real life experiences of journalists newsmakers policy makers and consumers valerie alia invites readers to examine current media practice and develop strategies
for ethical problem solving and decision making topics discussed include ethical theories social scientific theories the search for a responsible practice internationalisation of the
media the ethics of interviewing politicians power and spin media minorities and gender arts sports and travel ethics and images changing technologies and codes and principles features
the only book to consider media ethics in the context of social change provides current examples of british and international media practice theory problem solving exercises workshop
simulations and case studies includes original cartoons rare photographs of great muckrakers an annotated list of relevant films and a full bibliography and index

Remote Control 2004

controversies in digital ethics explores ethical frameworks within digital culture through a combination of theoretical examination and specific case studies the essays in this volume
provide a vigorous examination of ethics in a highly individualistic and mediated world focusing on specific controversies privacy surveillance identity politics participatory culture
the authors in this volume provide a roadmap for navigating the thorny ethical issues in new media paul booth and amber davisson bring together multiple writers working from
different theoretical traditions to represent the multiplicity of ethics in the 21st century each essay has been chosen to focus on a particular issue in contemporary ethical thinking
in order to both facilitate classroom discussion and further scholarship in digital media ethics accessible for students but with a robust analysis providing contemporary
scholarship in media ethics this collection unites theory case studies and practice within one volume

Media Ethics and Social Change 2016-02-25

the changing pattern of contemporary media is one of the most striking and important transformations of our age this major new work seeks to understand the implications of a series
of mediated processes in relation to public cultures and modern identities in the transformation of the media the author leads the reader through a number of complex theoretical
issues connecting the nature of modern communication to the affects this has on our common moral and ethical lives most significantly he argues that a number of perspectives as
diverse as marxism post modernism liberalism communitarianism and technological determinism can all be found wanting in this regard the transformation of the media attempts to
situate the media and more theoretical concerns within a broad sociological framework the volume adds to our shared understanding of the media s relation to contemporary
cultural transformations including globalisation the development of informational capitalism the changing nature of the public sphere and the impact of new social movements more
specifically through a discussion of the new media order and the rwandan genocide a critical prism is held up to existing debates concerning the globalisation of the media key features
an extremely topical and accessible analysis of the media s implications for contemporary cultural transformations combines a theoretical and empirical approach presents complex
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theoretical ideas in an accessible way this book will be essential reading for students studying globalisation the global media new media technology identity and cultural
development in cultural studies media studies and sociology and politics courses

Controversies in Digital Ethics 2014-06-06

this timely guide examines the influence of social media in private public and professional settings particularly the ethical implications of the cultural changes and trends created by
their use in the quest for quick dissemination of information web users and content providers find both opportunity and liability in digital broadcasts examples abound twitter
members tap into news reports well in advance of traditional print media but stories are prone to inaccuracies and misinformation facebook shares useful data mined from member
profiles but this sharing often compromises privacy it is no surprise that use of social media gives rise to a host of moral dilemmas never before encountered this book sheds light on
the effects of this new medium on the individual and society through two volumes chock full of topics found in news headlines everyday the authors look at evolving trends in social
media and their impact on privacy politics and journalism the first volume explores the role of this technology on national and international security volume 2 focuses on the
individual as both a producer and consumer of internet content showing how the media itself is changing notions of self identity relationships and popular culture the book s content
covers such topics as individual and community psychology citizen journalism and corporate technology

The Transformation of the Media 2014-06-24

our new media landscape of social networking blogging and interactivity has forever changed how media content is produced and distributed choices about how to gather evaluate
and publish information are ever more complex this blurring of boundaries between general public values and the values of media professionals has made media ethics an essential issue
for media professionals but also demonstrates how it must be intrinsically part of the wider public conversation this book teaches students to navigate ethical questions in a
digital society and apply ethical concepts and guidelines to their own practice using case studies judgement call boxes and further reading understanding media ethics clarifies the
moral concepts in media contexts and enables students to apply them to practical decision making through real life worked examples covering key topics such as media freedoms
censorship privacy standards taste regulation codes of practice and the ethics of representation this is an essential guide for students in journalism media communication and public
relations

From Twitter to Tahrir Square 2014-12-01

the british press has been accused of drinking in the last chance saloon now with the coming of the new millennium many fear that broadcasters are also getting a taste for the
commercially popular cocktail of sensation and intrusion that it sells but does it have to be like that are journalists doomed to ignore stories about important public interest
issues in favour of titillating tales that pander solely to the public s prurient curiosity are docusoaps and current affairs series based on questionable evidence replacing the
award winning documentary programmes of past years media ethics and self regulation looks closely at the moral dilemmas facing journalists in their day to day working lives and
examines the self regulatory bodies that police the various codes of practice

Understanding Media Ethics 2000

Media Ethics and Self-regulation
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